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                            Introductien

   Oliver Twist first appeared, as is well known, serially in 1837-8 in Bently's

1vascellany under the title `Oliver Twist, or a Parish Boy's Progress', which

was later to be retitled `Adventures of Oliver TwisY by the author himself.

Tltese two full titles will suggest that the work belongs, together with

nLany of hls tales, to the travel stories which form one of the main streams

of the Modern Engllsh novel. In the paper `Four Types of Travellers' the

writer has c!assified this sort of novels into four, according to the types of

the travellers, and among them, this work of Dickens' belongs presumably

under the first group; for these two titles reminds us of the two masterpieces

of the group, in which he is said to have been indulged in his childkood,

namely, Pilgrim's Progress and Adventures of Rodericle Random. Besides, the

story itse!f turns out to be one as it is evident that it owes its construction

to the first of the merits inherent in the convention, its pattern to the

second, and its development depends rnore often than not on contingencies,

and adding to that 01iver the traveller is presented not as a hero entitled

with the positive r61e to evolve the story on his own account, but as a

puppet at the mercy of the author's intention to supply his readers with a

point of view through which they come in coRtact with the scenes drawn

by him.

   This story is meant to illustrate, according to the author's preface, LLhe

`principle of good sttrviviRg through every adverse circurnstance triumphant

ae last,' which reveals its affinity to Pilgrim's Progress suggesting to us that

it is meant to be a moral fable rather than an adventure story like Roderick

Random. It sometimes occurs, however, that stories of this type, intended

to illustrate certain abstract principles are reduced to dull, crude propagandism

composed of unnatural plots, merodramatic scenes and dry-as-dust arguments.

In his An imtrodacction to the En.crlish Arbvel, Arnold Kettle enumerates two
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 of the ways in which the fables are enabled to avoid this kind of failure,

 citiRg fonathan Wild and Gulliver's Travels as respective example. A moral

 fable can be `successful and enduring' says he, either when the principle

 `that it succeeds in adequately illustrating happens to be in itself so profound,

 so full of the stuff of life that it can bear deep probing, 'or when `the writer

 iR telling of the fable, in the very act of illustration, so fills his creation

 witk the breath and tensions of life that the fable transcends the idea which
         1)
evoked it.'Since this criterion actually holds true in the fields of the twen-

tieth century literature, providing us with Das U)'teil successful in the former

way, and The End of the Afitzir enduring in the latter way, we may with

reason app}y it to Oliver Twist to see whether it is a successful moral fable

or a duil, crude piece of propagandism.

                                   I

    Dickens' philosophy on wkich the principle is founded must first be ex-

plained. It is undeniable that he regards Oliver as `good' when he says `good

surviving through every adverse cicumstance', since he remains good through

any hardships which might have corrupted him, were he either a Noar

Claypele or a Jack Dawk2Rs. It follows that the essence of `evil' should lie

iR such adverse circumstances as the workhouse and its neighbouring environ-

ments in `a certain town' or Fagin's Crime School in the East End of

London.

    A workhouse was first instituted by the Elizabethan Poor Law with a

view to putting the numerous loafers together, generated through the course

of the decline and fall of the ieudal society, to set them to work by an

official hand. But it had been much abused of as not so ethcient in consider-

ing the amount of the parish's or the nation's efforts made for that purpose,

and the abuse was lottdest when William Pitt introduced his Speenhamland

System in 1795 in order to settle the urgent issue about how to deal with

the poor originating now in tke Industrial Revolution; for his amendment

was an enlargement of the scope of the law, and it claimed that underpaid

workmen should be spared a relief defrayed out of National Treasury. It is

said that this system resulted in the degeneration of both employers and

employees, giving rise to those bitterest abuses such as Malthus' The PrinciPle

of PoPulation in which he insists that `dependent poverty ought to be held

disgraceful,'adding that `such a stimulus seems to be absolutely necessary
                                                   2)
'to promote tke happiness of the great mass of mankind,' until at last in 1834

New Poor Law was !egisla.ted under the strong influene of Benthamite school

postulating that the `principle of utility' affords mankind `who is under the
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governace of two sovereign masters, pain and pleasur'e,' a `base for every
       3)
conduct. '

    Though the New Poor Law was welcorned by the master manufac£urers
as `eminently calculated to make the poor stand on their own feee; and

therefore essentially in the spirit of laisssez-faire,'it broght forth fierce dis-

senting opinions among the poor, as is delivered in the phrase of the moment,

`Damnation, eternal darnnation to the fiend-begotten, coarse-food New Poor
   4)
Law.' Most presumably it should be his indignation with the new heartless

adrninistratlon, as well as his profound compassion on the misery of the

paupers suffering in the workliouses called `Bastilles' by Chartists, that drove

Dickens out of Weller's world filled with cheers and laughters, into the these

worlds of horror and misery, turning his eyes from the `splendid' beadle
       s)
SimmoRs to the heartless, btt11ying Bumble. It would not be difficult, there-

fore, to fiBd `goodness' in the poor, and `evil' in the oppressing bourgeois,

as actually does Arnold Kettle when he says that `the liviRg pattern and

confiict of the book' is `the struggle of the poor against ehe bourgeois state,

the whole army of greater or lesser Bttrnbles whom the gentlemen in rhe
                                                           6)
white wastcoat empioys to maintain morality and the status quo.' But the

fact is that in due course Oliver is transformed into a young bourgeois when

he awakes from `what seemed to have been a long and troubled dream' in

the cozy and neat house of Mr. Brownlow, who tries to protect the boy

arrested for picl<ing pockets while in practise given by Fagin's School, into

which he is introduced as soon as he arrives in London after having escaped

the cruel environments in his native town. It is evldent that here occurs

a modification to the development of the story,and though it is by no means

dithcult to regard it as a failure and to blame author for his inconsistency,

what matters now most is no more to accuse his philosophy than to in-

vestigate into the essentials of his philosophy concerning `evil' and `good. ' Here

what oppresses Oliver's existence is no longec `the whole army of greater or

lesser Bumbles,' for the second of his adverse circumstances is composed of

outlaws who are neither proletarians nor bourgeois.

   If it were the case, as Kettle insists, tkat the autkor tries here to rely

on the stereotyped, `pigeon-holed' good-or-bad intrigue, leaving the living

confilct, k should be hardly possible to find an evil common to both of the

adverse circumstances, which oviously Dickens does when he satirizes `philo-

sophers' almost outspokenly. For instance he interpolates followoing comments

to the scene ln which Dodger and Bates make a narrow escape sacrificing

OIiver to be arrested.



     ...this strong proof of their anxiety for their own preservation and safety
 goes to corroborate and confirm the little code of laws which certain profound and

 sound-judging philosophers have laid down as the mainsprings of all Nature's deeds
          7)
 and actions.

    Needless to say he is blaming here those individualist school of philoso-

phers, from Hobbes, who asserts that a Law of Nature is `a Precept, or

general Rule by which a man is forbidden to do, that, which is destructive
                                                8)
of his life, or taketh away the preserving the same...,'down to Benthamite

utilitarian thinkers taking over the political as well as ethical assumption

underlying in the economic doctrine of Adam Smith who proclaims that `by

intending only his own security' and `by pursuing his own interest,' every

individual promotes those of the society' more effectually than when he really
                                9)
intends, `ied by an invisible hand.'

    As to Oliver who fails to escape, he says, `Althou.crh Oliver had been

brought up by philosophers, he was not theoretically acquainted with the
                                                            10)beautiful axiom that self-preservation is the first law of nature,' and by

`philosoplter' he means here those oflicials of workkouse system, as according
                                                                    11)to him `the member of this board were very sage, deep philos.opkical men,'

and Bumble hirnself is proud of his philosophical knowledge when he says

contemptuously, `They haven't no more philosophy nor political economy
                 12)
about 'em than that.'

    We must conclude then that what is taken by tke anthor as `evil' iR-

hereRt both in the first adverse cicumstances and the second, is `selfishness',

and in effect throu ghout the bool< `the egoist mind, which enhances the

principle of individuality to the highest point,' is regarded as `hostile and

evil'; and `mind or heart as well as sentiment and conscience are linked and

even identified with kindness,' "rhile `calculating and scheming person' is

considered `bad and evil' because they are `heartless and unconscientious.'

As his hostility toward Ralph Nickleby, Dombey and Bounderby wlll suggest,

and his hostility turning to amity toward Scrooge, Martin and Gradgrind

will indicate,this view of his that regards selfishness as the greatest of evlls

must have its root deep in his fttndamental attitude.

    The quotations in the last paragraph are from T6nnies' Gemeinschaft

und Gesellschut, in which he assumes that such a view point is of Gemeinschaft.

According to him Gemeinschaft is a communty in which individuals remain

untied in spite of all separating factors, while in Gesellschaft society they

are essentially separated in spite of all uniting factors. `In Gemeinschafe

with one's family, one lives from birth on, bound to it in weal and woe,'
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                                                          IS)and `one goes into Gesellcshaft as one goes ･into a strange country.' On this

account following observation made by him is most noteworthy now:

     If, confirming our attention to the economic sphere, we consider the advance

 of the Gesellschaft which takes place as the final culmination of the Gemeinschaft-

 like folk life, there stands out the transition from general home (or household)

 economy to general trade economy, or the transition from the predominance of
                                    14)
 agriculture to the predominance of industry.

   Indeed England in the period the Industrial Revolution, during a century

from the middle of the eighteenth century, lllstrates one of the typicai pro-
                                                    15)cesses of the `conversion of rural into urban communities.' Richard Cobden

noting how `the old shopkeepers visited and helped their poor neighbours,'

and how `the new shopkeepers scarcely know the names of their nearest
         16)
neighbours,' points out a subtle aspect of its infiunces on his contemporary's

heart. This observation implies an antagonism against the growiRg Gesell-

schaftly trend,an reactionary yearning for the old agricultural community

prevalent in the age, expressing itself in the variety of `Return to Nature'

movements including those nttmbers of riots trying to destroy the machines

that appeared to take the bread from workers' mouth. And the arguments

exchanged between these reactionaries and so-called laisssz-faire philsophers

are, reflecting the age of contradictions inherent in the society in transition,

so confused and complicated that it is hardly possible to tell who is con-

servative and who is radicai. For instance, as the above note suggests, Cobden

appears to be an opponent to the Gesellshaft,and yet his life is ruled by two

master ideas, free-trade and non-intervention springing from Adam Smith
                                                        17)
aRd laissekfair. Eventually, as D. H. Macgreror insinuates, such words

as `laisse2-faire' or `BeRtharnite' are turned into dark words, and it must be

born in mind that even the doctrine of utility by Jeremy Bentham, considered

as the outstanding exponent of the English Individualism, carries with lt a

doctrine of Gemeinschaft in its very foundation.

   None is secure from his destructive premise claiming tkat `Nature has

placed mankind under the governace of two sovereign masters, pain and

pleasure,' and that `it is for them alone to point out what we ought to
                             18)
do, as well as what we shall do.' This ascribes every conduct of mankind,

however ascetic or sublime it may seem, or even when it is done `against

one's will' to the desire to promote his own pleasure. It is applicable to the

very suicide as one kills oneself because it is more pleasant for him to die

than to go on living. It is as destructive and more persuasive than Freud's

postulate ascribing all of the human conducts to libidos, and it is upon this

premise that he develops the principle of Utility by which he meant,



`that principle which approves or disapproves of every action whatsoever,

according to the teRdency which it appears to have to attgment or diminisk
                                                  19)
the happiness of the party whose interest is in question.' However, one may

detect without any difficulty a distinct logical gap between tke premise

and the principle, since the former is referriRg to the pleasure of mankind

as individuals while the latter is concerRed with the happiness of the

`party'. The one is a destructive representation of the condition hurnaine,

while the other is a constructive ethical motto developing itself into the

axiom, `It is the greatest happiness of the greatest number that is the
                         20)
measure of rigkt and wroRg.'

   The key-word for ltim to 'fiII up the logical gap is `sympathetic affec-

tion', which he says, `extends its inflluence... beginning with the small

immediate relations where the tie of consaguinity, affinity, domestic contract

or friendly intercourse are strongest ... aRd its links spread into diverse
                                                              21)
circles -- domestic, social, professional, civic, provincial, nationaL' It is

based on this sort of Gemeinshaftly affection that he develops the premise

about an individual into the axiom concerning the greatest number; and

thus such abuse often heaped on him as `he had a curious incapasity to
                           22)
enter into the feeling of others' should be taken as out of point. In effect,

since the `force of Gemeinschaft persists, though with diminishing strength
even in the period of Gesellsckaft, and remains the reality of socia] liie31' a

doctrine of Gesellschaft completely clear of Gemeinschaftiy logic must be

barren.

   There still remains, however, a number of pejoratives such as `egoistic

hedonism', `selfish', `self-interested',`laissezfaire', `individualism', labelled by
                                                               24)
his contemporaries on Benthamite sckool, which, as Mary Mack insists, is in

truth quite unappliable to his philosophy. These pejoratives indicate that

their whole attention vkTas occupied by the destructive aspect of his doctrine,

while other aspects were left entirely out of account, and the ethos of the

age is to be detected refiecting in this biased view of theirs. It must have

been that in the age of transition they were very alert to the inhuman and

machinelike factors inherent in the coming GeseHscihaft society, and could

not help turning their eyes to the points where they are reveaied most

outright, with disgust.

   The author of Oliver 7hoist, of course, was one of them. In his numerous

succeeding works, confiict between the benevolent and the self-calculated is

repeatedly drawn as tke pattern of struggle between tke good and tke evil.

To do him justice tkis view point of kis is rather too Gemeinschaftly for an

adult, and more often than not brings disarstrous effects on many of the
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later works, but on the other hand, when the story itself is assumed to be

told from a view poiBt whick is by lts nature Gemeinschafly it might be so

traRscened as to become its strongest point. As will be discussed in other

respects, the success of Oliver Twist owes most to the view point that is of

a boy, through which readers' miRds are qttite naturally introduced into an

infantile world, Gemeinschaftly in all essentials. In David Cecil's words `he

does best when he wrkes from a child's point of view,' for;

     Children are instinctive, they have strong imaginations, vivid sensations; they

 see life as black or white, and bigger than reality, their enemies seem demons,
 their friends angels, their joys or sorrows absolute and eternal. They do not lool< at

 Iife with the eye of the intellect or the instructed observer, they are not ashamed of
            25)
 sentlment ....

    To conclude tke matter, Oliver Twist, if it be successful, should succeed

in the way that Gztlliver's Trvels and The End of the Affbir do, depending

entirely on author's mastery to enrich his creations with the breath and

tensions of life, sufficient to impress the intellect or instructed readers' mind

with the profound sense of reality.

                                  gx

    To see whether his creations satisfy these requisites, let us trace kere

the course t3ken by Oliver from the beginning to the eRd. Until about the

middle of the seventh chapter he is ln the workhouse and its neighbourhood

iR a `certain town'. He escaped from it and becomes acquainted with Artful

Dodger on his way to London, introduced into Fa.ffin's Crime Scool and lives

arnong the outlaws till the end of Chapter XI. Having been rescued by Mr.

Brownlow he awakes up to find himself among tender, benevolent ladies and

gentlemen, in the twelfth chapter, while in the fifteenth chapter he is recap-

tured by Fagin's followers only to dwell again in their den tM in Chapter

XXI when he is taken to Chertsey as a tool of their planned burglary,

which in tke twenty=eighth chapter turns out to be a failure and Oiiver

is so severely injured that he is forsaken. From the end of this chap'ter to

the last he lives with ang･ elic Rose and her family though at times his secuyity

is almost endangered by Fagin's intrigue. To sum Rp, he passes through

four worlds Bumble's, Fagin's, Brownlow's and Rose's; of whick the

former two are to be regarded as the worlds of the selfish and evil and the

latter as those of the benevolent and good.

    The characteristic feature of Bumble's world is symbolicaliy presented in

tlte `llve-board' episode in Chapter II, which delivers OIiver's astonishment
                                                                    26)
when he is told that `the board... said he is to appear before it forth with.'

.



The irony of the passage is that apparently he mistakes the sense of the

word for `plank' because of his ignorance, instead ef `cottncil', while in reality

the `board' is an instituee as impersonal and irresponsible as a piece of

lumber, without flesh or blood. This dominant note of inhuman and irrespon-

sible korror struck at the start of the story by the parish surgeon saying,
                                                                    27)
when Oliver's mother dies, no more than `It's all over, IV[rs. Thingummy,'

is most solidly crystallized in the following gruel scene:

     Child as he was, he was desperate with hunger, and reckless with misery. He
 rose from the table; and advancing to the master, basin and spoon in hand, said:

 somewhat alarmed at his own temerity:
     "Please, sir, I want some more." ...
     "What!" said the master at length, in a faint voice.

     "Please, sir," replied Oliver, "I want some more."

     The master aimed a blow at Oliver's head with the ladle;

 Pinioned him in his arms; and shrieked aloud for beadle.

     The board were sitting in solemn conclave, when Mr. Bumble rushed into the
 room in great excitement, and adressing the gentleman in the high chair, said,
                                                               28)
     "Mr. Limbkins, I beg your pardon, sir! Oliver Twist has asked for more!"

    We find a personhication of the impersonal horror in Bumble the beadle

who is so characterized as to betray the essentials of the cruelty intrinsic to

stock-and-stone organization. The first utterance of his is, `Do you think

this respectful or proper conduct Mrs. Mann, to keep the parish othcers a

waiting at your gate, when they come here upon porochial business connected

withporochial orphans? Are you aweer, Mrs. Mann, that you are, as I may
                                        29)
say, a porochial delegate, and a stipendiary?' Most impressisive and glaring

among these words is, needless to say, an epithet `porochial', occurring

three times in the two sentences, which is to be brought on his lips so

often later that we can numerate its usage by some thirty times, including

such strange enes as `a rnillstone rouRd the porochial throat,' `antiporochial
                                                         3D)
weather, ' `any man porochial or extraporochial' and `porochially. '

   To introduce a character by means of such a trade-mark as a stran.cre

behavlor or a marked phrase is an easy-going, conventional way of charac-

erization, very often accused by critics of its inability `to realize the

complexities of the ordinary human mind.' E. M. Forster, in his AsPects

of the ATbvel calls this sort of characters `flat', and says in their defence

against the criticism above, that `the novelist's touch as thus defined is, of

course bad in biography, for no human being is simple,' but that `in a

novel it has its place,' adding that flat characters are `best when they are
    31)
cornic.' Kowever, Bumble is in effece no comic character though he is cari-

catured, and the horror secreted out of his personality comes directly from
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his fiatness in the very biographic sense of word. For he represents those

impersonal organization-men constituting Gesellschaft society, and it indicates

straight kis intention to display the dignity of the machinery established

by law, to which he belongs, that adding to the repeated use of the

epithet, he employs in the quotation plural nouns merely to denote himself

vyrho is singular. It is not of his own accord in the exact sense of the words

that he bullies waywardly but only playing the r61e given to him by the

organlzatlon.

    Dickens illustrates succeedingly in Bumble the irresponsible horror

common to the essentially fiat fitures composing the law-bound meehanic

organizations of the modern world. Another trade-mark labelled on the

beadle to impress his character is a cocked hat. For instance, he `compla-

cently glances' at it, or in `a fever of parochial excitement' puts it on

`wrong side first,' and when he is `in the full bloom and pride of beadlehood'

it is `dazzling in the morning sun,' while once retired from office, `the

mighty cocked-hat' ls replaced by `a modest roune one.' He is to cry out in

despair, squeezing his round hat with both his hands, `If the law supposes
                                        32)
that, the law is an ass -an idiot...a bachelor,' once he ls out of the shelter

of the powerful organization, since he used to be mesely a r61e, and now

he is equal to nothlng. In the ironical description of the beadles, `Mr.

Bumble... smiled. Yes, he smiled. Beadles are but men; and Mr. Bumble
     33)
smiled,' on his first appearance, the author fully exhibits the inhuman

essence of the beadles, and Bumble is rendered to be a character symblic

of the mechanical institttte by being an impersonal, flat type.

     In all the rooms, the mouldering shutters were fast closed: the bars which held

  them were screwed tight into the wood; the only light which was admitted, stealing

  its way through round hole at the top: which made the rooms more gloomy, and
                           34)
 fi11ed them with strange shadows.

    Above is the description of Fagin's den where Oliver is to live among

outlaws whose first and utmost concerns are nothing but self-preservation

since they are deprived of the protection of laws like our remotest ancestors

in the most primitive age. For them every existence in the world is, not

excluding other human beings, nothing but a mechanic function, either

convenient to promote their own security, or hostile and endangering their

own existences. These outlaws, quite alien to the `sympathetic affection' are

no more than so many isolated wild animals who thus deny the humanities

in other persons, while Burnbles are so many fiat monsters deprived of the!r

own humanities by the mechanic organization. In a brief commentary that



every member `of the respectable coterie appeared plttnged in his own reflc-
    35)
tion,' is exhibited the fundamental solitude underlying their relations

comparable to those among the wild animals of a flock. They do not refrain

at all from internai strifes whenever any of their mates' existences are

against their own interests, as is indicated in the scene below:

     "Will you speak?" thttndered the Jew (seizing the Dodger tightly by the collar). . . .

  "Why, the traps have got him and that's all about it," said the Dosdger sullenly.

  `"Come, let go o'me, will you!" and swinging himself, at one jerk, clean out of the

  big coat, which he left in the Jew's hand, the Dodger snatched up the toasting fork,
                                                 36)
 and made a pass at the merry old genleman's waistcoat. . . .

    It is of course in Fagin that the brutal nature comrnon to the members

of the gang is most conspicuous!y realized, for he is at times fierce enough

as is shown above, aBd cantiotis enough to give up drinking a glass of brandy

treated by his mate after `just putting his lips to it, ' thougk he hardly opens

his mouth without saying either `my dear,' or `my dears,' rubbing his hands

with a grin on his cheeks. Sikes hits upon this self-centredness of the Jew

when he corrects FagiR's expectation tkat Oliver would be theirs for life, if

they once let him feel that he is one of them, saying, `0urs! Yours you
     37)
mean.' The seRse of horror evoked out of his personality is intensified and

rendered more profound as well as substantial by such outside descriptions

as follows:

     The rnud lay thick upon the stones, and a black mist hung over the streets: the

 rain fell sluggishly down, anct everything felt cold and clammy to the tottch. It
  seemed just the night when it befitted such a being as the Jew to be abroad. As he

 glided stealthly along, creeping beneath the shelter of the walls and downways, the

 hideous old man seemed lil<e some loathsome reptile, engendered in the slime and

 darkness through which he moved: crawing forth, by night, in search of some rich
              3S)
 offal for a meal.

    As Graham Greene rightly points out, Fagin `has always about him this
                                  39)
quality of darkness and nightmare,' which symbolizes the weird horror

iRtrinsic to the anarchic and chaotic world of outlaws respectively trying to

carry out their own desires in the darkness like so many wild beast. The

author relates that Oliver `awoke... from what seemed to have been a long
             40)
troubled dream, ' when he recovers himself in Brownlow's comfortable room,

rescued out of the dark world. It is suggestive of its nightmarish horror

that including this scene, Oliver never fails to be in a `drowsy state betweeR

sleeping and waking,' when he is on the borderlines between this tvorld and

other, and most impressive of the scenes is when Fagin and Monks pay a

surprising visit to him, intending to kidnap him out of Rose's house. Oliver,
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in the drowsy state, suddeRly notices the presence of the Jew close before

him at the window and calls loudly for help. The inmates of the house

make a vigorous pursuit but the search is all in vain:

     The grass was long; bttt it was trodden down nowhere, save where their<searchers'>

 own ieet had crushed it. The sides and brinks of the ditches were of damp clay;
                                                   41)
 but in no one place could they discern the print of men's shoes....

Of course it is absurd, unreasonable, but the strangeness, the mystery is

the essence of the horror sensed by the normal toward the abnormal rascals.

That vkal horror, intrinsic to the outlaws is based soiey on the fact that

there is no knowing when, where, why and how will the calamity befall

on us.

    Thus we have observed both of worlds of the selfish realized with con-

sistent solidity inspired by author's imagination, of profound sense of reality

deriving directly frorn his appropriate grasp on their essential features. Let

us now turn our eyes to the worlds of the benevolent, and we are surprized

at their shallowness as compared with the undeniable solidity of their

enemies. In Bumble's world we are introduced to individuals reduced to mere

component functions of an immense machinery, and in Fagin's world, to

isolated outlaws reducing every other individua! to a function to fulfill their

own desire, while in Browniow's world and in Rose's, we find individuals

reduced to functions to carry out the author's program indispensable both in

rescuing Oliver out of the adverse circumstances and in preserving his ttncer-

tain security. Conseqttently, there is no qualitative diff'erence between

Brownlow's world and Rose's, and in either of them our interest is held,

while we are persuaded that Oliver is quite safe, only by such incidental

characters as Grimwig, Giles, Brittles, Blathers and Duff, who are comic

relief with all the limitation the phrase lmplies. Here is Brownlow, obliged

to represent the masculine side of the benevolent, as he first appears to

Oliver:

     Now, the old gentleman came in as brisk as need be; but he had no sooner
 raised his spectacles on his forehead ... to take a good long look at Oliver, than his

 countenance underwent a very gceat variety of edd contortions .... The fact is ...

 that Mr. Brownlow's heart...forced a supply of tears into his eyes by some hydraulic
         42)
 process....

    Thus Dickens wrongly characterizes him with sentimentality, most

feminine aspect of benevolence, which to make the matter still worse,

bites into his own heart when he tries to depict the feminine representative

of the benevolent:



     The younger lady was in the lovely bloom and sprinngtime of womanhood; at
  that age, when, if even angels be for God's good purposes enthroned in mortal forms,

 they may be, without impiety, supposed to aide in such as hers. She was not past

 seventeen. Cast in slight and exquisite a mould; so mild and gentle; so pure and
                                                                      a3)
  beautiful; that earth seemed not her element, nor rough creatures her fit companions.

It is a crude sort of sentimentalism begotten by an excessive emotional

response on the author's part toward his creation that he decorates Rose

with, which helplessly murs the whole presentation of her world.

     The rose and honeysuckle clung to the cottage walls; the ivy crept round the
  trunks of trees; and the garden-fiowers perfumed the air with delicious odours....

 Spring fied swiftly by, and sumrner came. If the village had been beautiful at first

 it was now in the full glow and luxuriance of its richness. The great trees, which

 had looked shrunken and bare in the earlier months, had now burst into strong life

 and health; and stretching forth their green arms over the thirsty ground, converted

 open and naked spots into choice nooks, where was a deep and pleasant shade from
 which to look upon the wide prospect steeped in sunshine, which lay stretched
 beyond. The earth had donned her mantle of brightest grg4e)n.

                                                                   45)
Clearly he is dealing here witk a standard topos, a locus amoen"s, like

Arcadia or a `verger' in the midst of wilderness through wkich Arthur's

knights had to pass. This accumulation of trite images and stock phrases

associated with pastorals and romances is anything but a landscape or topo-

graphy expected to be delivered in a realistic moderR narrative prose.

    As Kettle's saying is, the world of the selfish has `a reality for us which
                                                       46)
the nice houses in Pentonville and Chertsey never achieve. ' In criticism of

the weakness of the part Greene puts a question, quoting above descrip£ions

of the representatives, sayiRg, `How can we realiy believe that these inade-
                                                                  47)
quate ghosts of goodness can triumph over Fagin, Monks and Sykes?' But

G.K Chesterton's opinion that `the little lamp-lit rooms of Mr. Brownlow
                                                                d8)
and Rose Maylie are ... a mere feil to the foul darkness without' seems

rather irrelevant, for how is it necessary for Bumble-Fagin world to be `set

off by coRtrast'? Reverse is the case. As a beam of the faintest light will

increase its brightness when it is shed into an immense darkness, so Brown-

low-Rose world is endowed with a sense of reality foiled by the overwhelming

reality of its enemies. It is only in such a scene as above in which Fagin

and Monks suddenly appear that the solidity of the `good' world is impressed

on our heart. This sort of paradoxical method has aehieved a great success

in a more exhaustive way, in our century, bringing forth a lot of imrnoral

moral fables such as Brighton Rock and Le Desert de l'Amoz{r.
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                             Cenclusion

   Oliver Twisl as a whole is rendered a successful moral fable type travel

story with all its weaknesses, which are by no means completely overcome,

but tolerably modified by the author's mastery that has succeeded, though

not very consistently, in transcending his too childish philosophy, and it

owes its sttccess most to the view point ln fortunate accord with the Iimited

raRge of his. Moreover, we fiind this view point contribute in no small

measure to its success by providing it with other sorts of profound artistic

properties. Oilver is nine years old when the story actually begins, and is

no more than thirteen years of age at the end, while his mind is also shown

to grow mature, toalimited extent as it is, on occasions he encounters

with various incidents initiating him into the world. From time to time the

theme of his mental progress is brought out with success by means of the

very effect of Dickensian comic irony, when his innocence, a sort of eccen-

tricity comes in contact with tlte worldliness, as is symbollzed in the `live

board' episode.
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                              Summary

   Oliver Twist, with its developments very often dependent on coincidences,

and with its herQ who is `inert,' should be classified among travel stories,

aRd ifl view of tke author's words that it is intended to lllustrate the principle

tkat the good survive through every adverse circumstance, it may well be

taken as a raoral fable type travel story.

   To be successful as a moral fable, it ls necessary that either the attthor's

philosopky is profound eRough to bear cteep probing, or in the act of illust-

ration his creations should be so filled with a sense of rea!ity that the story

transcend the idea wkich evoked it. The aim of the present paper is to

explain the nature of Dickens' philosopky as well as his mastery in illustrating

it in the course of both of them it will be found whether it is successful or
 '
not.
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